THE DIAGNOSTICS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE OF THE PERSON USING PROVERBS AND SAYINGS

У статьї соціальний інтелект педагогів дошкільних навчальних закладів проаналізовано в контексті розуміння особистістю значення прислів’їв та приказок, які вміщують так званий «соціальний» сенс. Автор статті вважає, що критеріями продуктивного функціонування соціального інтелекту педагога є успішне роз’язання людиною соціальних нестандартних (в тому числі – оригінальних) задач та завдань, а також успішність фахівця в реалізації педагогічної діяльності. Зазначено, що перше передбачає обов’язкове функціонування механізму прийняття рішення. Обґрунтовано, що останній, як і інші функціональні механізми соціального інтелекту (механізм децентрації, механізм інтелектуальної ініціації, рефлексивні механізми тощо), зумовлюється когніциями особистості, наприклад, увагою, уявою, сприйняттям, пам’яттям, мисленням та ін. Визначено, що в сфері мнемічного досвіду (мнемічний аспект соціального інтелекту) усвідомлені переживання супроводжуються чувством суб’єктивної очевидності того, що відбувається. Саме за умов експлицітної наявності таких переживань суб’єкт здатен сам собі дати звіт про власний пережитий досвід.

Отримані емпіричні результати проведеного дослідження дозволили виділити наступні тенденції: 1) не встановлено статистично значущої різниці в результатах педагогів різних груп (в тому числі – і керівників дошкільних навчальних закладів) за успішністю інтерпретації соціального смысу на прислів’їв та приказок; 2) у педагогів дошкільних навчальних закладів переважають результати за такими рівнями розуміння сенсу прислів’їв (приказок), як «рівень конкретного розуміння» та «рівень глобального розуміння».
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В статье социальный интеллект педагогов дошкольных учебных заведений проанализирован в контексте понимания личностью смысла присловиц и поговорок, содержащих так называемое «социальное» наполнение. Автор статьи считает, что критериями продуктивного функционирования социального интеллекта педагога является успешное решение человеком социальных нестандартных (в том числе – оригинальных) заданий и задач, а также успешность специалиста в реализации педагогической деятельности. Определено, что первое предусматривает обязательное функционирование механизма принятия решения. Обосновано, что данный механизм, как и другие функциональные механизмы социального интеллекта (механизм децентрации, механизм интеллектуальной инициации, рефлексивные механизмы и т.д.), обусловлены когніциями личности, например, вниманием, воображением, восприятием, памятью, мышлением и др. Определено, что в сфере мнемического опыта (мнемический аспект социального интеллекта) осознанные переживания сопровождаются чувством субъективной очевидности происходящего. Именно в условиях эксплицитного наличия таких переживаний субъект способен сам себе дать отчёт о личностно пережитом опыте.

Полученные эмпирические результаты проведённого исследования позволили выделить следующие тенденции: 1) не определено статистически значимої разницы в результатах педагогов разных групп (в том числе – и руководителей дошкольных учебных заведений) по успішності інтерпретації соціального смысла пословиц і поговорок; 2) у педагогів дошкільних учебних заведень преобладають результаты по таким уровням понимания смысла пословиц (поговорок), як «уровень конкретного понимания» та «уровень глобального понимания».

Ключевые слова: социальный интеллект, индивидуальное познание, внимание, воображение, восприятие, память, мышление.

Problem’s statement. Social intelligence of the person is a kind of psychological instrument for providing a person with his/her own effective life, therefore, he/she is organized in a special way, but not as if it is separated from the social activity of the subject. In this case, the activity of the person, his/her position of subjectivity in relation to the society appears not only and not so much that the person contributes to a somewhat general, integral and social, but that the person is able to outside the direct coordination with all representatives of the society to create its own system of ways of interaction with other people, so-called socially determined interpretation complex. Such approach has to solve the essence of social intelligence and
it is particularly important for pedagogical practice. Indeed, in the structure of the person social intelligence already has a certain repertoire of stereotypical methods, techniques, means that allow the man to establish contact with other people and to provide optimal interaction, even when, for example, cognitive empathy is reduced, or if the subject is insufficiently developed his/her ability to generalize and rationalize, or do not coincide with value orientations, moral and ethical guidance in subjects of social interaction. Social intelligence allows a deeper understanding of another person. At the same time, we predict that there is a certain set of basic dynamic structures of social intelligence that allow a person to adequately and empathically interact with other actors of social interaction. In such a way the topic of this research is so actual.

**Analysis of recent researches and publications.** We consider the concept of “intelligence” in the broad and narrow senses. If we talk about the broad meaning of “intelligence”, we mean about only one intelligence, the intellectual sphere of the person in general. In this sense, the intelligence of a person can be described as a hierarchical system that has several levels. The first level is the level of functioning of cognitions, to which psychologists refer the main psychical processes (sensation, perception, memory, attention, which, in turn, “control” the course of cognitive activity), as well as thinking and imagination, speech and dialogical interaction (R. Sternberg [5]; M. Smulson [2; 3]; L. Zasekina [1]). The second level of intelligence is the level of metacognitions (metacognitive integrators, “secondary” mental processes), among which the main ones are intellectual initiation (self-statement of the problem), reflection, decentralization, intellectual strategies and abilities (abilities and competences), as well as metacognitive monitoring, intuition, intellectual atheist (values, meanings) (H. Elliott [4]). The first and the second levels of intelligence, in our opinion, are fully understood by the person who carries out intellectual activity. The third level of intelligence amplifies the characteristics of both the first and the second levels, while intellectual activity is carried out mainly at an unconscious level, a level that approximates a person to use of automated skills and abilities. The next, the fourth level, is the level of meta-intellectual activity, which explodes the creative achievements of the person. Thanks to this fourth level of intelligence a person is able to establish interaction not only with different objects and other people, but also with the world as a whole, thus expanding the limits of his/her intellect and starting a dialogue with the creative beginning of the world.

We consider the criteria for the productive functioning of the teacher’s social intelligence as a successful solution to human social non-standard (including – original) tasks, as well as the success of a specialist in the implementation of pedagogical activities. The first involves the mandatory functioning of the decision-making mechanism. The mechanism of decision-making, as well as other functional mechanisms of social intelligence (the mechanism of decentralization, the mechanism of intellectual initiation, reflexive mechanisms, etc.) are proved in the researches of M. Smulson [2; 3], which, above all, are predetermined by individual cognition, for example, attention, imagination, perception, memory, thinking, etc., can be understood by a teacher, but may not be realized, and then it is about automatism of functional mechanisms of social intelligence. In the field of mnemonic experience (the mnemonic aspect of social intelligence) conscious experiences are accompanied by a sense of subjective evidence of what is happening. It is precisely in the case of the explicit existence of such experiences that the subject is able to give himself/herself a report on his/her own experience. Understanding, of course, can have its own specificity, depending on the nature of intellectual activity. Thus, awareness during the perception of oral speech, of course, differs from the perception of the solution found in the non-standard social task. However, if we are talking about such complex phenomenon as social intelligence, then as a rule, any fact that is perceived by a person is the result of unconscious intellectual activity. This activity, in turn, is carried out with the aid of well-known functional mechanisms, one of which is the mechanism for making a socially balanced solution.

The mechanism of making a socially balanced decision should be analyzed taking into account the complexity, non-standard social situation. This mechanism allows the teacher to move away from intellectual formations of a person as a representative of a certain national-cultural space, and, avoiding prototypes and ethnic stereotypes, to choose the most appropriate for this social situation the mechanism for updating the reflection of the subjective space, the cognitive style of carrying out professional activity, and building a development logic situations of interpersonal interaction, taking into account moral and ethnic norms, values, etc., to make a socially weighed decision. The latter will contribute not only because the teacher will adequately and empathically interact with other actors (colleagues and trustees), but also, including the achievement of the teacher of success in the professional activity. In the functional aspect we are talking about the amplification of social intelligence.

**The purpose of the research.** In this article we’ve to analyze concept of “intelligence” in the broad and narrow senses. Also the second task of our article is to arrange the structure of social intelligence. And the third task of our research is to propose the ways of the development the social intelligence of the teachers because of proposing socially balanced decision in the meaning of understanding proverbs and sayings.
Methods and methodical instrumentation of the research. The first phase of the experiment was carried out during 2005. The method of the research at this stage was the observation of teachers of preschool establishments, the selection of methodical tools for empirical research. The second, empirical stage of our study was carried out during 2006–2008. The following methods were used in the research: 1) general scientific methods (analysis, comparison, generalization); 2) the psychodiagnostic method, which was provided using the test of J.Gilford and M.O’Sullivan “Research of Social Intelligence”, verbal and figurative subtest “Methods of studying divergent thinking” by P.Torrens, J.Gilford (in the modification of O.Tunik); associative experiment (using the method of B.Zeygarnik “Understanding the portable value of proverbs and metaphors”; 3) mathematical and statistical methods (statistical estimations of distribution parameters, x-Pearson criterion, checking of statistical hypotheses by means of parametric t-Student’s criteria and the non-parametric U-criterion Manna-Whitney, the r-Spearman correlation coefficient).

Also, to determine the psychological type of the teacher’s person we used: a questionnaire by V.Minayrov; typographic questionnaire MBTI; personal questionnaire of CPI; a questionnaire for evaluation of personal and business professional-important qualities of the person (T.Bazarov); a questionnaire for evaluation of interpersonal admissibility (N.Baharev); a questionnaire for evaluation of assessing the complex of productivity in managerial situations (R.Scok); the questionnaire proposed by us for the purpose of diagnosing difficulties of interaction of teachers with other people.

Therefore, 114 respondents were evenly distributed into groups: 

E1 – 16 teachers of the II-d and the III-d categories (the experience of work is from 5 to 10 years, age is up to 30 years) of regional cities (5 respondents of the garden № 2 of Rivne, 5 educators of the garden № 5 of Kharkiv and 6 teachers of the garden № 11 from Odessa, Ukraine);
E2 – 18 teachers of the I-st category (the experience of work is from 10 to 15 years, age is from 30 to 37 years) of regional cities (7 respondents of the garden № 2 of Rivne, 6 teachers of the garden № 5 of Kharkiv and 5 teachers of the garden № 11 of Odessa, Ukraine);
E3 – 15 teachers of the highest category (the experience of work is from 15 years and more, age is from 37 years) of regional cities (5 respondents of the kindergarten № 2 of Rivne, 5 educators of the garden № 5 of Kharkiv and 5 teachers of the garden № 11 of Odessa, Ukraine);
E4 – 13 teachers of the I-st category (the experience of work is from 5 to 10 years, age is up to 30 years) of regional towns (4 respondents from the town of Zdolbuniv of Rivne region, kindergarten № 1; 5 tutors of Shepetovka, Khmelnytskyi region, kindergarten № 2; 4 respondents from the town of Zdolbuniv, Rivne region, kindergarten № 5, Ukraine);
E5 – 14 teachers of the II-d category (the experience of work is from 10 to 15 years, age is from 30 to 37 years) of regional towns (6 respondents from the town of Zdolbuniv of Rivne region, the garden № 1; 4 educators of Shepetivka, Khmelnytskyi region, the garden № 2; 4 respondents from the town of Zdolbuniv, Rivne region, garden № 5, Ukraine);
E6 – 19 teachers of the highest category (the experience of work is from 15 years and more, age is more than 37 years) of regional towns (5 respondents are from Zdolbuniv city of Rivne region, kindergarten № 1; 5 educators are from Shepetivka town of Khmelnytskyi region, kindergarten № 2; 9 respondents are from the town of Zdolbuniv, Rivne region, kindergarten № 5, Ukraine);
E7 – 19 directors of kindergartens (this group includes directors of cities and regional towns, such as: nursery schools № 2 and № 4 of Rivne, nursing schools № 5, 13, 14, 15, 18 of Kharkiv, nursery schools № 3 , 8, 9, 11 in Odessa, kindergarten № 1, 2 in Zdolbuniv, Rivne region, nurseries № 1, 2, 4 in town Shepetovka, Khmelnytskyi region, kindergartens № 1, 2, 5 in town Kamenets-Podolskyi, Khmelnytskyi region, Ukraine).

The results of the research and their discussion. This stage of the experiment was intended to analyze the understanding of the metaphorical meaning of the social situation by the teachers of pre-school educational institutions. We’d like to describe the results of the teachers for “the success of the allocation of the meaning on the basis of a holistic visual scheme of a particular situation without the isolation of partial details, that is, the understanding of the meaning intuitively”.

According to this category, teachers of all groups, including the directors of pre-school educational institutions, have the results above the average (according to the factor of procedure analysis): in E1 – 0.65, in E2 and E7 – 0.67, in E3 – 0.66, in E4 – 0.61, in E5 – 0.60, in E6 – 0.68. The results show that groups E1-E7 do not have statistically significant differences in this criterion. This means that the ability to intuitively correctly understand the meaning of proverbs from respondents is formed on the same level. However, at the level of the most positive trend, we can mark the results of two groups: E1 and E7. In these groups, the
largest number of respondents intuitively allocates more than twelve proverbs. This may be due to the following peculiarities of the activity in these groups:

1) the respondents from group E1 and the directors of pre-school educational institutions (group E7) have a high level of the development of figurative generalization, which in our opinion contributes most to the correct intuitive allocation of the meaning from the ambiguous text of the proverb;

2) respondents from groups E1 and E7 in their pedagogical activity rely on intuitive decisions that are “provided” by personal and professional experience, in particular, the group E7 of institution managers, and solutions that are characterized by integrity and automatism. Thus, these respondents intuitively recognized the meaning of proverbs much better than respondents of other groups.

We will analyze the content side of the proverbs in order to understand which of the respondents most often refer to them as having a social meaning. Frequency of choice of teachers of preschool educational institutions for proverbs (or sentences) with social meaning in respondents’ answers (which is also coincided with the choice of experts).

The results show us that the most common (more than 83% of respondents of all groups) understood the following proverbs as social: All work is noble (Будь-яка праця благородна). Doing is better than saying (Не міля язиком, а роби ділом). A good beginning makes a good ending (Який початок, такий і кінець). Never put off till tomorrow what you can do today (Не відкладай на завтра те, що можна зробити сьогодні). Do not put up for a rainy day to fix your roof (Не треба чекати дощового дня, щоб полагодити дах). Slow but sure (Повільно, але вірно).

The second group of proverbs by frequency (it was selected by about 65-68% of respondents) includes: The devil finds work for idle hands to do. (Чорт знайде роботу для ледачих рук). Bear and forbear. (Провявий терпіння та витримку). Business before pleasure. (Спочатку діло, потім розваги). No sooner said than done. (Сказано – як зав’язано). Great cry and little wool. (Шуму багато, а толку мало). Chief cook and bottle washer. (І шеф, і жена і на дуді гравець). No sweat! (З легкістю).

The third group of proverbs consists of those ones that were categorized by only some respondents. These are such proverbs as: What is learned in the cradle lasts to the grave. (Вивчено у колисці пам’ятати до могили). The best way to get rid of work is to do it. (Найкращий спосіб позбутися роботи – зробити її). Slow and steady win the race. (Тихше іде – далі буєш). The cobbler’s wife is the worst shoed. (Чоботар хочить без чоботів). He that shoots oft, at last shall hit the mark. (Наполегливість усе зділає). Attempt not to fly like an eagle with the wings of a wren. (Не намагайся літати як орел, якщо маши крила королюка). Don’t carry coals to Newcastle. (Не займайся непотрібною роботою). Rome was not built in a day. (Враз нічого не робиться). Jack of all trades is master in none. (Коли за все візьмешся – нічого не зробиш). Lazy people have the most labour. (Ледарі роблять вислав, якщо працюють більше за всіх). He that is long a-giving knows not how to give. (Поки сонце зійде – роса очи вийде). In doing we learn. (Хто багато робив, той багато знає). The results of our research proved that the most respondents (63-65%) refer these proverbs to objective ones, understanding their meaning based on the values of the words of the person. Summarizing these results, we have to assume that the degree of understanding the proverbs by the teachers depends on the level of generalization of social situations, having been expressed by them. So often there were cases when very specific meaning of the proverb with a high level of generalization was expressed by a single frame actualized in their sense social and substantive value. Respondents find it difficult to distinguish between contextual relationships and conceptual dependencies. Separating a substantive context with a holistic sense, giving it a system-forming function reduces the understanding of proverbs from the side of collecting and analysis specific features of the situation.

The next indicator that we have evaluated in the empirical research is “the success of the differentiation of the meaning of social situations in the process of intuitive understanding”. The criterion for saying that it is the ability of erroneous assignment of these proverbs to a group of ones with social meaning. Since the group of respondents did not show their ability to understand social sense of proverbs intuitively, we will analyze the semantic frequency of the group of proverbs that respondents selected as social one. This criterion of analysis is based on the position of cognitive psychology on the existence of surface meanings of the phrase, which contains a special function – transferring of acquired personal meaning in the background of the existence of quasi-subjective significance of this phrase. We assume that the erroneous understanding of the proverb is due to the mediocre level of the development of social intelligence of teachers of pre-school educational institutions. It should be noted that the indicator “below the average” we considered in such a case when the respondent had more than four mistakes.

The results show us the insufficient (average) level of success according to the differentiation of the meaning of social situations in the conditions of its intuitive understanding. The factor weight according to this indicator in the groups of teachers in E1 and E7 is 0.38, in the group E2 it is 0.34, in E3 it is 0.36, in E4 it is 0.42, in E5 it is 0.35, in E6 it is 0.33. These data are clearly consistent with the mediocre results of
teachers and preschool education managers which were concerned with their level of the development of social intelligence, which also allows us to conclude that dance, artistic and musical activities have a lesser effect on the teacher’s ability to understand more accurately and clearly the hidden meaning of the social situations, perhaps because these activities do not provide a detailed study of the elements of a holistic image. Therefore, the dominant role of this criterion belongs, nevertheless, to social intelligence.

**Conclusions and perspectives of further researches.** The obtained empirical results of our research allow us to distinguish the following tendencies:

1) there are no statistically significant differences in the results of teachers of different groups (including the directors of pre-school educational institutions) according to the success of their interpretation of social meaning of proverbs and sayings;

2) teachers of pre-school educational institutions prevail over the following levels of understanding the meaning of proverbs (sayings), as the “level of concrete understanding” and the “level of global understanding”;

3) insufficiently presented results for the “level of generalized understanding” (up to 16%), which to our mind, has also negative influences on the level of the development of social intelligence of teachers of preschool educational institutions.

If we take into account that the level of understanding the meaning of proverbs (sayings) appears as a diagnostic feature of the subjective task of the respondent in the conditions of the need of the person for understanding and interpretation, then the level of specific understanding will be correlated with the task of recognition, and the level of global understanding has also positive correlation with the problems formulated as hypothesis. In this case, the structure of the results of the research of the levels of understanding of the teachers of preschool educational institutions and the directors of preschool institutions indicate that about 10% of respondents formulated the hypothesis in the sense of meaning, and approximately 30-35% of the teachers formulated them in the sense of being socially oriented, first of all, with the aim to obtain the recognition of meaning.

We have to emphasize significant contribution to the specific level of comprehension of proverbs in a general variety of levels of understanding in the profiles of teachers, with the peculiarities of the creative activity of respondents. The influence of the situational factor onto the conditions of performing creative activity facilitates the development of the ability of teachers to understand the situation in the form of compressed, circled inferences, prepared by the content of various other experiences of teachers, such as a recognition. The high results of teachers in accordance with the level of global understanding regarding the results of other respondents suggest that the content of personally meaningful experience appears as a functional determinant of understanding proverbs or sayings. The latter shows that the subjective experience was accumulated by teachers in the form of intuitive decisions in the context of individual professional activity. In such a way this subjective experience becomes for the respondents as a tool of understanding, above all, socially significant situations of interpersonal interaction.
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THE DIAGNOSTICS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE OF THE PERSON USING PROVERBS AND SAYINGS

In this article social intelligence of teachers of pre-school educational establishments was analyzed in the context of understanding by the person the meaning of proverbs and sayings which include socially determined sense. The author of the article considers the most important criteria for productive functioning of the teacher’s social intelligence so called successful solution of human social non-standard (including – the most original) tasks, as well as the success of a specialist in the implementation of pedagogical activities. The first involves the mandatory functioning of decision-making mechanism. This mechanism, as well as other functional mechanisms of social intelligence (the mechanism of decentralization, the mechanism of intellectual initiation, reflexive mechanisms, etc.), are predetermined by individual cognition, for example, attention, imagination, perception, memory, thinking. That’s why we have a deal with automatism of functional mechanisms of social intelligence. In the field of mnemonic experience (the mnemonic aspect of social intelligence) conscious experiences are accompanied by a sense of subjective evidence of what had been happened. The mechanism of making a socially balanced decision was analyzed taking into account the complexity, non-standard social situation. This mechanism allows the teacher to move away from intellectual formations of a person as a representative of a certain national-cultural space, and, avoiding prototypes and ethnic stereotypes, to choose the most appropriate for this social situation the mechanism for updating the reflection of the subjective space, the cognitive style of carrying out professional activity, and building a development logic situations of interpersonal interaction, taking into account moral and ethnic norms, values, etc., to make a socially weighted decision. The latter will contribute not only because the teacher will adequately and empathically interact with other actors (colleagues and trustees), but also, including the achievement of the teacher of success in the professional activity. In the functional aspect we are talking about the amplification of social intelligence.

The empirical results of our research allow to distinguish the following tendencies: 1) there are no statistically significant differences in the results of teachers of different groups (including the directors of pre-school educational institutions) according to the success of their interpretation of social meaning at a generalized level; 2) teachers of pre-school educational institutions prevail over the following levels of understanding the meaning of proverbs (sayings), as the “level of concrete understanding” and the “level of global understanding”.
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